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In November 2015, the Federal Judicial Center 
(FJC) reported to the Judicial Conference 
Advisory Committee on Civil Rules on a pilot 
project designed to streamline litigation by 
using pattern discovery in similar cases. The 
project involved more than 50 federal district 
judges who adopted the protocols and almost 
500 cases in 10 districts since the project began 
in late 2011. 

The idea of streamlining litigation —  
reducing costs and delays — through the use 
of pattern discovery in similar cases was 
discussed at the 2010 Civil Litigation Review 
conference held at Duke Law School. As an 
outgrowth of those discussions, a group of 
plaintiff and defendant attorneys — all highly 
experienced in employment discrimination 
cases — developed a pattern discovery protocol 
for use in adverse action employment discrim-
ination cases in cooperation with the Institute 
for the Advancement of the American Legal 
System (IAALS). 

The protocol was implemented in 500 pilot 
cases in 10 districts. Researchers compared 
those cases to randomly sampled terminated 
employment discrimination cases from approx-
imately the same filing cohorts. Information 
was collected on case processing times, case 
outcomes, and motions activity in the pilot and 
comparison cases. 

THE STUDY FOUND NO STATISTICALLY SIGNIF-
ICANT DIFFERENCE in case-processing times 
between the pilot cases and comparison cases, 
and the pilot cases did not reach settlement 
earlier than the comparison cases.

On the other hand, although the nature 
of private settlements makes it difficult to 
determine conclusively, it appears that pilot 

cases were more likely to settle than compar-
ison cases. (Many, if not most, voluntary 
dismissals — stipulated in most cases — are 
likely settlements, but a case was only coded as 
settled if there was some positive indication on 
the docket or in the stipulation that the parties 
reached a settlement.) The most common 
case outcome for pilot cases (N=477) was 
settlement, observed in 51 percent of cases. 
The second-most common outcome for pilot 
cases was voluntary dismissal, observed in 27 
percent of cases. 

The most common case outcome for 
comparison cases (N=672) was voluntary 
dismissal, observed in 35 percent of the cases. 

Settlement was the second-most common 
outcome, at 30 percent. The maximum, 
combined estimate for the settlement rate in 
the pilot cases is 78 percent and 65 percent in 
the comparison cases.

The lower settlement rate for comparison 
cases corresponds with comparison cases being 
almost twice as likely to be dismissed on a Rule 
12 motion (13 percent of all case outcomes) 
or resolved through summary judgment 
(12 percent) than pilot cases, which were 
dismissed on a Rule 12 motion 7 percent of 
the time and resolved by summary judgment 
7 percent of the time. These two outcomes 
account for fully a quarter of dispositions in 
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       PILOT COMPARISON
       CASES CASES  
       (N = 477)          (N = 672)
RESOLUTION  
VOLUNTARY DISMISSAL* 27% 35%
SETTLEMENT*  51% 30%
DISMISSED ON RULE 12 MOTION* 7% 13%
SUMMARY JUDGMENT* 7% 12%
TRIAL     <1% 2%
OTHER RESOLUTION 7% 8%
(DISMISSAL FOR WANT OF PROSECUTION, FAILURE TO EXHAUST ADMINISTRATIVE REMEDIES, ETC.)

PRE-DISPOSITION ACTIVITY  
MOTIONS TO DISMISS FILED* 24% 31%
MOTIONS FOR   11% 24%
SUMMARY JUDGMENT FILE
ONE OR MORE DISCOVERY  12% 21%
MOTIONS FILED*
CASE PROCESSING TIME (MEAN) 312 DAYS 328 DAYS
CASE PROCESSING TIME (MEDIAN) 275 DAYS 286 DAYS
*STATISTICALLY SIGNIFICANT (P <.05 OR BETTER)
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comparison cases but only 
about an eighth of disposi-
tions in pilot cases. 

Before disposition, pilot 
cases had generally less 
motions activity than compar-
ison cases. Both motions 
to dismiss and motions for 
summary judgment were 
less likely to be filed in pilot 
cases. The same was true for 
discovery motions (motions 
for protective orders and 
motions to compel discovery, 
including motions to compel 
initial disclosures required 
under the pilot). One or 
more discovery motions were 
filed in 21 percent of the comparison cases, 
compared to only 12 percent of the pilot cases. 
The average number of discovery motions 
filed in pilot cases was about half the average 
number filed in comparison cases. That differ-
ence is statistically significant (p < .001). Cases 
with more than two discovery motions were 
quite rare. Three or more discovery motions 
were observed in about 1 percent of pilot cases 
and 2 percent of comparison cases.

SOME OF THE FINDINGS SUMMARIZED HERE 
ARE CONSISTENT with the hypothesis that 
the pattern discovery required under the pilot 
was effective in reducing discovery disputes 
and perhaps reducing costs — assuming, that 
is, that fewer motions correspond with lower 
costs overall. (Costs are difficult to measure 
directly.) The findings are also consistent with 
the hypothesis that the pilot cases were more 
likely to result in settlement, although not 

necessarily an earlier 
settlement. 

Two caveats are 
in order. First, while 
the initial disclosures 
required by the pilot 
were docketed in some 
cases, this does not 
appear to be standard 
practice. Thus, it is 
impossible to determine 
how often the parties in 
the pilot cases actually 
complied with the 
discovery protocols and 
exchanged the required 
initial disclosures. In 
fact, in some cases, it 

was relatively clear that the parties delayed the 
exchange while engaging in settlement efforts. 

Second, the report makes no claim that 
the only factor differing between the pilot and 
comparison cases was the pattern discovery in 
the former. Cases were not randomly assigned 
to be pilot or comparison cases. Individual 
judges’ practices vary, and judges inclined 
to adopt new discovery procedures may vary 
in some systematic fashion from judges who 
decline to do so. Individual districts’ local rules 
and procedures also vary. As a result, one must 
be cautious before concluding that the pilot 
program is responsible for the differences in 
outcomes. 
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IT APPEARS 
THAT PILOT 
CASES WERE 
MORE LIKELY 
TO SETTLE THAN 
COMPARISON 
CASES. 
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